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Bridges that Carried Us Over Project
“Building Bridges: Panel Discussion of Black History in the IE” (January 29,
2022)
Start Time
[00:00:00]
Marc Robinson: Some of the zoom folks joining us so that process is is ongoing, a little
bit here so we'll get started in just one moment but thank you all for being here for our
bridges project panel and we will get started shortly.

Marc Robinson: Okay, well, we will begin the program so good morning again.

Marc Robinson: My name is mark Robinson, and I have the honor of serving as your
MC during this event, on behalf of the bridges that carried us over project.

Marc Robinson: The Organizing Committee and the bridges project partners and co
sponsors, let me welcome you this event is titled building bridges panel discussion and
black history in the eye.

Marc Robinson: Again, my name is Dr mark Robinson, and I am assistant Professor
African American history at California State University San Bernardino I joined the
Faculty here, four years ago and became part of the bridges project in .

Marc Robinson: So allow me to thank you all for attending this event.

Marc Robinson: At CSU SP we commonly include in our events, a land
acknowledgement as part of the program in order to express our solidarity and support
for indigenous peoples of this land, so let me share CSU SP land acknowledgement
statement.
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Marc Robinson: It says we recognize that California State University San Bernardino
sits on the territory and ancestral and of the Sandman will ban permission Indians.

Marc Robinson: But Tom and that the palm desert campus sits on the territory ancestral
land of the co we.

Marc Robinson: We recognize that every Member of California state San Bernardino.

Marc Robinson: has benefited and continues to benefit from the US an occupation of
this land, since the institutions founding in .

Marc Robinson: Consistent with our values of Community and diversity, we have a
responsibility to acknowledge it make visible the university's relationship to native
peoples.

Marc Robinson: By offering this land acknowledgement we affirm indigenous
sovereignty work to hold California State University San Bernardino more accountable
to the needs of American Indian and indigenous peoples.

Marc Robinson: This concludes the Atlantic normal.

Marc Robinson: At this event, we are shining a light on and celebrating local black
history, as well as ongoing efforts to preserve this history for future generation.

Marc Robinson: In my time I see suse I have already seen that the Illinois empire has a
rich tradition of black struggle and achievement.
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Marc Robinson: Everyone in the it can be proud of this tradition and proud of efforts, like
the bridges that carries over project that has worked to document this legacy.

Marc Robinson: learning about the struggles and accomplishments really generations
can be enlightening empowering and inspiring.

Marc Robinson: We dedicate this celebration today of the bridges project to loma Amina
Carter and her late husband right cebu Jacobs, who started the project in .

Marc Robinson: I mean a Connor couldn't be with us today, yet she remains a visionary
leader of this initiative.

Marc Robinson: And we want to acknowledge that without leadership Amina and read
the blue the project would not exist today.

Marc Robinson: We also want to express our deep appreciation for the many other
individuals and groups who are voluntary over the years, to help preserve black history
in the ID.

Marc Robinson: Our panel discussion coming up we'll delve deeper into the history and
efforts to preserve it, so we are looking forward to that and greatly appreciate all our
panels.

Marc Robinson: Now, to help us begin the program we will now play a short video was
remarks from wilmer Amina Carter.

Marc Robinson: My name is warmer Amina Carter and I want to welcome you to some
of the untold history of the black Americans in the inland empire.
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Marc Robinson: My late husband rateable Jacobs, and I started to build an archive of
black history and the m&m far more than years ago.

Marc Robinson: But the idea of this archive goes back to the days when my husband
first moved to San Bernardino he worked for our towns and the publisher of the precinct
reporter.

Marc Robinson: Mr Townsend would tell him stories about the history of the Community,
and we would talk about them when he came home and we just kept thinking.

Marc Robinson: One should have to work for art towns and to learn all this history of the
contribution of an all American city.

Marc Robinson: Or the black people who helped make sense Bernardino and all
American city, then much later when I was in the California assembly.

Marc Robinson: A new book on the history of San Bernardino was published and there
was a celebration at cal state San Bernardino and we were all excited to read some of
that history.

Marc Robinson: But when I looked at the book there was only one story of a black
person in the whole book The story of beauty mason and then slade woman who came
to San Bernardino with the mormon.

I knew that like people had been living here and working here the whole time that black
people had helped to build San Bernardino.

Until it was named all American city in so I marched up to the brand new library and
from cal state doctor says, our copy eto.
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And I told him in no uncertain terms how matter was about this book and how important
it was to tell the history.

And the contributions of the black community in a in an entire he told me that he agreed
and came to visit me the next day at my house to see all the papers, I had collected.

And I tell and he told me that cal state will help me he went through my garage he went
through my family room he went through all the papers, like a really good library and
would, and he was so impressed with it.

We had not a dime my husband and I we didn't know anything about archiving but we
knew that there were important stories of black history in an empire that we're not being
told.

So we built a team of Community members and started to do oral history interviews and
to collect papers, we have already done more than at oral history interviews.

We are continuing to work on that archive right now collaborating with the University of
California.

and new car to collect and transcribe more stories for the archive at cal state San
Bernardino.

We call this archive the bridges that carried us over because our ancestors are the
bridges that goddess over to where we are now we started from so far behind, but our
ancestors were the pacemakers that paved the way for us, so now we can take it over
to another level.
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Like art Townsend many black people didn't have the funds to start businesses or
newspapers, but he managed to do it and then he reached MAC and show others how
to do it also.

So that's my we call the archive the bridges that carried us over our ancestors ancestors
reached back and taught us how to do it and brought us over.

We would not have been able to do it if it weren't for the ancestors that paved the way
for us.

So please join me in this effort to preserve the African American history of am an empire
share your stories your photos and your documents, we will share our contact
information at the end of this event.

Marc Robinson: Well, we thank Amina for her words of wisdom and encouragement,
even though she couldn't be with us physically, we appreciate having her voice and her
presence with us this morning.

Marc Robinson: Moving to our next speaker, it is my pleasure to now introduce says,
our Caballero dean of the john info library at California state San Bernardino Dean
carrier is a special friend and longtime supporter of the British project as we just heard
from Mrs Carter.

Marc Robinson: Under his direction the fall library has been actively engaged in
supporting local black history and we applaud his leadership.

Marc Robinson: The income over now give some additional words of welcome.

Cesar Caballero: Thank you good morning.
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Cesar Caballero: lorna were extremely thrilled and honored that he had chosen or
department of special collections and archives in the fall library and see his use me as
the repository for these valuable collections we're just extremely happy about that.

Cesar Caballero: I still remember very clearly that they visited with Mr Mrs Carter in their
home to view their art have a collection, I should say collections.

Cesar Caballero: I was most impressed with the significance of the collections, to the
history of black Community I was also extremely impressed.

Cesar Caballero: With how well the collections have been preserved and organize
anything come in that for meaner husband as well.

Cesar Caballero: Are you ARTEMIS number one which is this an arrow and I said wow
i'm impressed everything was very neatly arranged and organized and.

Cesar Caballero: Anyway, I won't go into detail, but let me share with all of you that
since that time just a little over a decade ago, we in the library here in.

Cesar Caballero: Improved our capacity to preserve organize and provide access to our
archival collections, we have instituted a robust digital repository as the CSU is be
scholar works and, most importantly, we have been joined by an excellent university
archivist Mr Eric mankiewicz.

Cesar Caballero: We look forward to working closely with all of you, as we continue
building the bridge that period is over, I also look forward to the rest of today's program
Thank you.
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Marc Robinson: Thank you for those words.

Marc Robinson: didn't cover us also retiring at the end of this academic year, so we
again want to thank him for his tireless work as a USB and especially for his support of
the bridges archive and congratulations on your retirement.

Thank you.

Marc Robinson: Our next speaker, as we just heard from the income hero is Eric Eric
length of it, a member of the bridges Committee and the university archivist at CSU SPS
library Eric take it away.

Eric Milenkiewicz: Thanks mark good morning everyone so American like habits and I
started at CSU is be right, about two years ago as a university archivist in the file library.

Eric Milenkiewicz: So i've been hired to manage preserve and provide access to the
library's archival holdings.

Eric Milenkiewicz: As part of this work i'm involved with several library efforts to capture
a broader range of archival materials.

Eric Milenkiewicz: That better reflect the diversity of our area, including those that
document, the history of the inland empire's black community.

Eric Milenkiewicz: i've enjoyed serving on the bridges project committee over the past
two years and i'm honored to be here with you this morning to Brett to provide you with
an official introduction to the project and toward that end I want to start by sharing a
short video with you.
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When I come to.

This, I can tell them ah.

So much ease.

So.

I mean the contribution that African Americans are made in this area, and so we just all
over the world, yet, but we've decided that we grew up here, this is our home.

And we wanted to talk about the contribution that were made here the world's been the
United States spin spin down boy oh boy am an empire.

These people have done so much of a search so Brian open, we want to talk about that
and we wanted to run or hide that because he had no way of knowing he would be gone
me and I don't know.

But people need to know who came before them in a way he's young people need to
know.

Joe Joe Joe Joe Joe Joe Joe Joe Joe Joe.

He job.
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Sandra dealing with an excellent place it can.

People, let me had businesses and since I was a southern boy for my area where we
had everything oh.

brother same.

me.

too.

Well, it was just my mother was a person that was active in Community, and it was so
obvious and the Martin Luther King.

That God we started, I went into la to see him at the first amy church in came back and
we got started with it and we had lots of marches and I had all my children to in the
stroller to hanging on to my.

Eric Milenkiewicz: Sorry for that technical hiccup right there toward the end of the video,
but it was right about at that the end and that video will be available on our website after
this event.

Eric Milenkiewicz: So, as previously mentioned the bridges that carried us over project
was started years ago and was built by the vision and hard work of CSP alumna.

Eric Milenkiewicz: and former California State Assembly Member wilner Amina Carter
and received Jay Cox.
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Eric Milenkiewicz: Over the years of these two founders and a team of volunteers that
with black pioneers and leaders from throughout the inland empire.

Eric Milenkiewicz: They conducted and recorded oral history interviews that would help
diversify the historical record.

Eric Milenkiewicz: and highlight the rich cultural legacy of the black community in both
riverside and San Bernardino counties the file library serves as an early partner on this
project, providing resources and support as needed more recently in December of
faculty members from.

Eric Milenkiewicz: CSP the University of redlands and uc riverside joined by local
residents in organizations from the inland empire came together to strengthen the
support for the bridges projects.

Eric Milenkiewicz: The file library has remained engaged and has taken on an expanded
role in the relaunched initiative to help support ongoing collection building efforts as
Dean Caballero mentioned previously.

Eric Milenkiewicz: The bridges project has conducted over oral history interviews in the
Community.

Eric Milenkiewicz: of these interviews have already been processed and made
available online through the CSU SP scholar works platform with more being added
regularly.

Eric Milenkiewicz: This is a testament to all of the hard work and dedication of those
involved with the project over the years and it is a legacy we are continuing to grow into
the future.
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Eric Milenkiewicz: toward that goal, we invite the Community members to help us
expand the archive by contributing photographs stories and other materials to help build
the collection.

Eric Milenkiewicz: We are especially interested in historical materials that document
inland empire civil rights organizations protests and activism.

Eric Milenkiewicz: As well as black churches businesses social organizations and
neighborhoods if you have materials and memories to share, we want to hear from you.

Eric Milenkiewicz: So there are a few ways for you all to participate in this project, one is
to complete our event survey and provide your contact information so that we can follow
up with you and i'll drop that link into the chat shortly.

Eric Milenkiewicz: we're also hosting a few photo collection and Community scanning
day events toward the end of February that we invite you to attend.

Eric Milenkiewicz: More information on these is available on the bridges project website
and i'll drop that link into the chat as well, of course, both of these events are set to
change due to covert so please be sure to check the website for updated information
prior to the events, thank you.

Marc Robinson: Thank you Eric.

Marc Robinson: Next, we will move to our main event right, we will have our panel
discussion, and it will be moderated by Dr jenn tilton.
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Marc Robinson: Dr tilton is professor of race and ethnic studies at the University of
redlands this he has also play an invaluable leadership role in their relaunching of the
greatest project.

Marc Robinson: Without any further ado, Dr tilton Mike is yours.

Jennifer Tilton: Thank you so i'm Jen tilton and i've been honored to be part of this
project for the last couple of years working with students and other Community
volunteers to continue the important work of building this archive.

Jennifer Tilton: And today we're joined by a distinguished panel of local community
leaders all depend interviewed for the bridges archive.

Jennifer Tilton: And all have lived through really important periods of black history in the
region and have stories to share with us.

Jennifer Tilton: Many have also worked in their own ways to preserve black history in
the inland empire, and so I want to first introduce our three main panelists to you today,
and then we'll get straight into the conversation.

Jennifer Tilton: So Bobby vivian's here with us today was born and raised in San
Bernardino graduated from San Bernardino valley college and university of redlands
and worked at trw in the aerospace industry.

Jennifer Tilton: It was there that he first came into contact with operations second
chance as part of trw corporate responsibility Program.

Jennifer Tilton: And he then became a really important leader and building that
Community organization, working alongside Francis grace.
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Jennifer Tilton: he's currently President and CEO of equity Alliance Group, a
management consulting company focusing on equity and inclusion.

Jennifer Tilton: And he's been a longtime leader in the N double a CP from when he
was a teenager in San Bernardino to the national committee, more recently, and now
continues that work in Stockton, where he is coming to join us today.

Jennifer Tilton: Next cheryl brown with her husband hardy brown or long time editors
owners of the black voice news she to grew up in San Bernardino from the early s and
has been writing about black history in the in.

Jennifer Tilton: The IE in the newspaper for decades she's, in fact, the person who
introduced me to my very first stories about the inland empire black history,
communities and value truck farm a good decade ago.

Jennifer Tilton: So she also served in the California Assembly and is now still a leader in
the Commission on aging.

Jennifer Tilton: john Coleman is our kind of last panelist moved to redlands in and
worked as a social worker at patents state hospital and with a variety of other state
agencies.

Jennifer Tilton: And he was the first black admissions officer at uc are and it's been a
longtime advocate with the American cancer society and served on the first human
relations Council in redlands.

Jennifer Tilton: In more recent decades, Mr Coleman has become a photographer who
documented almost every community event in di E.
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Jennifer Tilton: And we're really lucky that he donated a lot of his photos to cal state, so
that he could those photos could continue to bring black history to life.

Jennifer Tilton: So thank you so much for joining us today and celebrating the work that
Amina Carter and retrieval Jacob started.

Jennifer Tilton: So we're going to start just ask a couple of questions and we'll go
around the circle and share some memories um so I first want to start by asking.

Jennifer Tilton: What experiences in your own life inspired you to understand the
importance of preserving black history and maybe we can start with you Bobby buttons.

Robert Bivens: Good morning, and thank you and it's a pleasure to be back at home,
virtually.

Robert Bivens: And, and to see folks that I know and then particularly have known
cheryl for most of my life are our lives and it's.

Robert Bivens: important to me because in growing up in San Bernardino and knowing
a lot of people at one point in time, I tried to find some information on Mrs looper who
had the one and only black school in San Bernardino that was located in quote the
valley truck farm.

Robert Bivens: And she.

Robert Bivens: taught school from the first grade to the sixth grade so after she passed
in my teenage years I was involved in some conversation, and something.
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Robert Bivens: And mentioned her and somebody said well who's that you know,
whenever new there's such a thing as that and I guess today would be considered
maybe a charter school.

Robert Bivens: Because it was a private school and she wasn't a very strong believer in
education and for many young people in San Bernardino.

Robert Bivens: She started out our lives in our educational lives and even had a old
black car she'd come and pick us up if you didn't have transportation to get to school.

Robert Bivens: So that was a significant and important to me that I had a memory of a
face of a person that meant so much in my life but know where can I find any
information on her so that's.

Robert Bivens: The thing that really started making me want to keep information and
look at history of the place that I was born and grew up in.

Jennifer Tilton: Thank you so much for that show about you want to go next what
inspired you to do this kind of work.

Cheryl Brown: You know.

Cheryl Brown: Whenever I think about.

Cheryl Brown: This kind of work, I think it's been a part of who, I am most of my life all of
my life as a matter of fact, from Pittsburgh Pennsylvania to California.
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Cheryl Brown: Just knowing the history was very important plus I am an AMA and that's
the African Methodist episcopal i've been a me all my life, except when I left you know,
to go to another church to do something else you know.

Cheryl Brown: But but.

Cheryl Brown: When I came to when I graduated from high school San Bernardino high
school went to valley college and I had a teacher Professor there don't remember his
name.

Cheryl Brown: But he was telling me all this history about black people that just wasn't
true he it wasn't true and, in my experience, he said that in in society, women were the.

Cheryl Brown: Were the family, where the basis of the family and I knew that my dad
was at home and all my friends had their dads at home side, he went on to talk about
this matriarchal society.

Cheryl Brown: Well, I said, you know I think you're wrong on that, and he says no i'm
right, and this is this book.

Cheryl Brown: tells me that we're right, you need to read about this, so I was very, very
upset and ended up because I wanted to be historian.

Cheryl Brown: I ended up dropping the class going in complaining to the to the
administration and say this man is teaching the wrong thing and I left and never went
really back to that particular thing, but then, as I, as I continue to live as I continue to do
what I do.

Cheryl Brown: That that love for history never left and when it really hit me it was when
I.
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Cheryl Brown: Back , I believe, when I became so engrossed in it, I was invited on a
familiarization tour or a fam tour about the underground railroad.

Cheryl Brown: I was fascinated underground railroad today, you know I just didn't think
that there were places left when you couldn't you wouldn't know anything about them if
they well I went on the trip.

Cheryl Brown: When I came back from that trip, I found myself writing and I wrote every
single week one full page in the newspaper for weeks, and what I always say is that,
just like just like.

Cheryl Brown: People go to Mecca just like some go to Israel, some go wherever they
go it's just like that we as black people need to know our history and need to go back
and look at what our ancestors have done.

Cheryl Brown: So with that i've been very much involved my son got involved very much
and he decided that we should give a collection of papers to cal state San Bernardino
which is my Alma mater.

Cheryl Brown: At cal state, I had a professor.

Cheryl Brown: john dabney and he was, I think he was just a breath of fresh air when it
came to teaching us black history john dabney.

Cheryl Brown: Had us do a project and i'll never forget it, because we had to compare
Booker T Washington and WB dubois and that was the paper.
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Cheryl Brown: Later on later in life.

Cheryl Brown: I was fascinated by that I met Booker T washington's granddaughter not
as great granddaughter but his granddaughter.

Cheryl Brown: And I met her on the underground railroad to the first one that I told you, I
went on so i've been very much involved in.

Cheryl Brown: In this history and in in cataloging what the history is and then whenever I
would talk with miss Carter she would say, well, what do you ever woody what what
what things do you have, and I, so I have this APP that so one day she called me
because man by the name of wilbur Brown.

Cheryl Brown: He gave me all of this thing called the coop near people is what they
used to do here in San Bernardino and it was so he gave me all the papers, he brought
him to my office and then he passed away.

Cheryl Brown: So I told miss Carter that I had these papers and when I told her, I had
the paper, she said Okay, she sounded.

Cheryl Brown: She said I don't need any more junk at my house and so she.

Cheryl Brown: told me to keep them, so I kept them because I started putting together a
research Center there at our office on th and waterman.

Cheryl Brown: him one day she called me up and she said sure you know those papers,
you have that wilbur brown gave you from the snare people she's I need them so okay.
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Cheryl Brown: I was glad because I didn't have any more room all these papers so
we've we've been involved with the history of San Bernardino for for all the years that I
can remember.

Jennifer Tilton: Thank you, those are some great stories Mr Coleman how about you
what what inspired you in your own life to be the photographer of so many events and
and to help preserve this history yourself.

John Coleman: Oh.

I grew up in Boston.

John Coleman: Two doors away from a Harriet tubman house.

John Coleman: Work downtown for about five years before after graduating high school.

John Coleman: where you have the crispus attucks memorial.

John Coleman: Where crispus attucks was the first black person who was identified as
being.

John Coleman: Well beginnings of America.

John Coleman: So he was that he was at the Boston massacre, I guess, they call the
way back then, but.
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I had.

John Coleman: a wonderful experience in terms of having a teacher.

John Coleman: There at the school that I attended there in Boston.

John Coleman: who talked about slavery, the history of slavery in the United States, so
i've had a lot of exposure and regard the history.

John Coleman: and cause every boss almost everywhere, you turn you know I look out
the window and see historical monuments, there are two real liberty and freedom in the
United States right there at home.

John Coleman: So you know my whole experience has been one of tracking the
evidence in the service of black involvement and the quality of the services that were
provided in this country.

John Coleman: came to California.

John Coleman: I worked, I took part of my training into BA i'm a clinical social worker a.

John Coleman: Practice well well going into back that kind of thing, but I, but I took a job
here in California, I was married had a five month old child and and almost no
employment prospects.

There on the east coast.
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Because it was right after the war.

And and.

John Coleman: Well, close the whole issues in terms of.

John Coleman: The effects on the black people across the country with a depression,
these were very real experiences to so many of us.

John Coleman: But I took a job in California work at penn state hospital for seven years.

John Coleman: As an Inpatient therapist.

Mental health.

John Coleman: From the point of view, the the not just healing the individual, but the the
world in which that person he lived.

John Coleman: I became went to our our community service statewide mental health
service hand covered the Community from Paris Elsinore, to some extent almost over
on almost all the way over to corona providing mental health and Community mental
health services.

I was recruited to the uc riverside.
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Work there for.

years something like that i'm forgetting the detail on that as one of the problems they
turned trying to be being a historian, but also having a heavy very limited mental
capacity for storage.

Storage array.

Of all kinds of stuff that goes on around.

John Coleman: I worked in the administration and student services that Eric easier, the
side.

John Coleman: And some mentioned over photography.

John Coleman: I have tried taking pictures of.

John Coleman: All the well I guess it's a of almost anything in the world that I could
become aware of.

John Coleman: As three hearing the word coming back to Amina Carter Amina.

John Coleman: Was the Assembly Member and very much involved in so many things
in a community.

And one of the things that she did.
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John Coleman: Was the she gave recognition to a number of people doing photography
in the in the San Bernardino riverside area, and I was one of the people.

involved in the recognition service and she and I also do some talking about how to
participate and in terms of.

Interest in terms of history, and so I was also.

interviewed some know I guess I started the interview.

In that Program.

But when we talk about my photography part of the situation.

I was.

In a business meeting San Francisco in I believe it was.

John Coleman: Some of you may remember, there was a very popular.

John Coleman: place called hair and I attended that and had just come out of the
meeting, where the hell out of the performance and was on the street there in San
Francisco.
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John Coleman: And became a passive observer of the violence situation where there
was a young black man being clubbed I always wonder whether he was being clubbed
to death by the the local police there.

John Coleman: And I was trying to figure out what can we do out, and so my thought
became one of maybe I can I don't have a camera I didn't have a camera very good
camera at that time and.

John Coleman: So, then, the kids stayed on my mind and I began to take I got well I
began getting cameras updating the quality of those cameras, the best banquet over
time and taking pictures, focusing on the lives of black people across the interim area.

John Coleman: From pomona all the way out to palm springs.

John Coleman: And so, my view of taking picture this I began working with the local
papers, including the precinct reporter West side story and and rowdy news and so on.

to collect and record the pictures of people in the Community, I was surprised when
Amina told me that.

John Coleman: She had heard of beauty mason and had very little information and
found that the most people in the white community.

John Coleman: knew nothing about black people or even didn't know the black people
were in the Community, I would certainly encourage people to to.
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John Coleman: Google Betty mason who really get a picture of the the dual lives of
women forced to live here because she wanted thousand miles as a slave providing all
kinds of services.

John Coleman: As the Mormons moved to California and how she thought against
slavery.

John Coleman: During her life and and was able to get the Community.

John Coleman: To to deal with emancipation.

John Coleman: and basically she, with the help of like a free black California.

John Coleman: obtained her own freedom which led basically a founding role and in
Los Angeles, so that my idea was to get pictures of the folks in the Community and their
participation in that Community I certainly honor.

John Coleman: Amina because the quality of the pictures that she showed it was
showing him for.

presentation here today and hope Henry hooks like instead of the beam oh photography
area that photography is an outstanding way of taking.

Pictures of what life is like who's involved in that so.

John Coleman: continue that process myself over time.
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Jennifer Tilton: Thank you so much, Mr Coleman In fact I want to recognize that all
those folks all the contemporary photos you saw in that video behind me that we're
taking by Mr Coleman so we just like they were so good.

Jennifer Tilton: um so I want to move on to our next question, which is in some ways the
hardest question because i'm going to ask each of you to share just one story.

Jennifer Tilton: That you think everyone should know about black history in the inland
empire and i'm sure you have stories in your mind you could choose from.

Jennifer Tilton: So choose maybe just the one story that really stands out most to you,
and that you think everyone should know so maybe we'll start this time with cheryl
ground, you want to go first.

Jennifer Tilton: Oh, we can't hear you gotta unmute.

Cheryl Brown: Sorry, you told us the mute.

Cheryl Brown: Sometimes is.

Cheryl Brown: The story that I think I will talk about would be the tie you Sean Miller
story.

Cheryl Brown: The story is a very, very sad sad story because Tyson Miller at lost their
life.
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Cheryl Brown: um there was an incident in riverside and how riverside and San
Bernardino work together.

Cheryl Brown: First of all, as the black voice newspaper we lived in San Bernardino but
the black voice was legally adjudicated in riverside founded by students at uc are so
when this story whenever we heard about it.

Cheryl Brown: The naacp President.

Cheryl Brown: called and said, you know something happened and we're not really
allowed to talk about it, and I said, what do you mean what happened.

Cheryl Brown: They said it was really bad we can't tell anybody about it, and I said, why
not so we continue to go down that line and found out.

Cheryl Brown: That Tyson Miller, was shot and killed by three three police officers was
three or four three or four police officers that night before.

Cheryl Brown: Four, and that there was a real strange things going on with this, the
shooting or, finally, the police chief came out, and I think we called them and said what
in the world is going on and he said.

Cheryl Brown: Okay, it was a bad shooting with something that we gotta do something
about well they tried to sweep it under the rug.

Cheryl Brown: The district attorney said Oh, he did all of his research and so forth, and
said oh there's nothing they could do about it, it was just X it wasn't an accident but it
happened.
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Cheryl Brown: Tyson Miller, was in her car she was she was having some kind of
seizure she had.

Cheryl Brown: Something white coming out of her mouth they knew that she was in
trouble, they knew that she was sick, the one officer broke the window trying to get her.

Cheryl Brown: The other officer thought it was a shot and he started shooting and they
just shot and they shot and they shot, this was in riverside.

Cheryl Brown: The Community became very I mean the family, the family said it trying
to sweep this under the rug or now Butler came and talked to us and said.

Cheryl Brown: What are you going to do about it, and I said well only thing we can do is
right, I mean we don't we there's not much we can do other than write about.

Cheryl Brown: So we started writing about the Tyson Miller shooting well we went to a
big event over in Arizona hardy and I, my husband and I.

Cheryl Brown: And at this event, we started telling them about telling them about what
was going on, and that this girl was shot and that the police officer shot her and so forth,
and so on, well.

Cheryl Brown: They looked at us and said oh that's happening in our Community to and
that's the So what did you do about nobody had done anything so we knew that we had
to write every week and we wrote every week for two years about what was going on
with this case.

Cheryl Brown: I think that.
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Cheryl Brown: Whenever the police chief fired the officers for what they did.

Cheryl Brown: San Bernardino county.

Cheryl Brown: hired one of them.

Cheryl Brown: And hired them in records and we said okay well, they could, for you
know they could afford anything they can falsify anything, this is not right, they shouldn't
be happening this person that just shot this girl.

Cheryl Brown: So I mean it was it was like they had , people come out and March in
riverside when Jesse Jackson came and we call we called all these people to say you
know, these things are happening, we need to do something about it Danny Bakewell
from Los Angeles came.

Cheryl Brown: The young man who is now just off the hunger strike he's a he's a.

Robert Bivens: Real Madison.

Cheryl Brown: Madison Thank you Joe Madison was here, Martin Luther King, the third
was here Jesse Jackson was here.

Cheryl Brown: babyface came the act of the singer his wife came Kim fields game, I
mean we had so many people who came to the March.
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Cheryl Brown: To say this is not appropriate, this is not going to happen on our watch
now whenever the San Bernardino sheriff's department hired one of those police
officers.

Cheryl Brown: The ministers over in San Bernardino were very upset they said hey they
just fired him over in riverside Why would you bring them over here so.

Cheryl Brown: people marched from the sheriff's department in San Bernardino to the
county department to protest it in the rain driving rain.

Cheryl Brown: Now the sun was on the next corner from the sun newspaper was on the
next corner from the.

Cheryl Brown: county building.

Cheryl Brown: They wouldn't even send a reporter they didn't send anybody to cover it,
so I called over and asked them why wouldn't you cover black people walking down the
street to protest, the shooting of this girl.

Cheryl Brown: They said they didn't have to cover it and they wouldn't cover it if they
didn't want it, I mean the the guy was just the, the editor was just so we do what we
want to do, basically, well, I went back and told the pastors when he said.

Cheryl Brown: That next Sunday they stood up in church and said, if you have a
subscription to the black up to the sun newspaper.

Cheryl Brown: cancel it.
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Cheryl Brown: And every church in San Bernardino started canceling well that particular
person lost his job I don't even remember his name and that's not even important but he
lost his job.

Cheryl Brown: They continued to every Monday, have a protest in riverside because
there was no resolution for that family or anything so for me that's probably the most
important story of of what we been able to do here with our newspaper in San
Bernardino and in riverside.

Jennifer Tilton: That is such a powerful story and even hearing that the echoes
obviously to the present but also even back to that story that inspired john Coleman to
pick up a camera.

Jennifer Tilton: In right that consistency of this that's really powerful um Mr Evans, you
want to share kind of the story that really you feel like needs to be told and known about
it black history.

Robert Bivens: Yes, I do and and I would say to sheldon that publisher might have been
bill honey set.

Robert Bivens: Because, at one point in time, we were at second chance going through
some stuff and we brought factual data to cut to counter man.

Robert Bivens: The lies that they were writing in the sun and he told us he didn't care
nothing about no data or what we're talking about, then the business and sell
newspapers, so that might been him probably was he probably gone by then, but
certainly does the attitude that he had as well.

Robert Bivens: You know i'm taking that to the grave.
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Cheryl Brown: was already said that was him.

Robert Bivens: Yes, ma'am you know you know you know you know.

Robert Bivens: Anyway, what I wanted to share today is.

Robert Bivens: What I think is extremely important is how the public enterprise Center
came into being.

Robert Bivens: and

Robert Bivens: Most people in fact the people that do know, most of them are no longer
with us.

Robert Bivens: In the public enterprise Center as people may or may not know was a
product of operation second chance and, as a former CEO school administrator and
whatever had I needed to word whatever given and Francis wouldn't be where.

Robert Bivens: We.

Robert Bivens: set down.

Robert Bivens: Francis Wesley Jefferson and myself, and will Marshall, who is with the
economic development administration to talk about expanding operation second chance
school of opportunity so For those of you that don't know we started out on baseline
right across the street from the tackles there.
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Robert Bivens: In a House have a garage and to store friends the and I won't go into the
older history, because it will take too long, but at any rate.

Robert Bivens: We traveled and and looked at the fact that a lot of black women in San
Bernardino were unemployed, we went and I happened to go one day to a bank I won't
name and as and looked around and there are no black people there, and so, at any
rate.

Robert Bivens: So I can't ask the manager Why are there no black people here, and he
said, well, we we'd have some if we could find a good one.

Robert Bivens: And I said a good one, he said yeah good one so that's how the school
started that's right so.

Robert Bivens: This operates in the second chance, full of opportunities and so when
we as a school grew and as we started looking at making.

Robert Bivens: Trying to impact more people in the Community, and not just women
because for the first seven years % of our students were women in the clerical trades,
so we started going looking around at some vocational training centers around the
country up in Seattle Los Angeles oakland.

Robert Bivens: DC we came back when we said well you know, we need to build a
school, and so it was Francis visions straight out.

Robert Bivens: We needed to build a school, we needed to be able to train more people
quickly, and so we we looked into, how could we build a vocational school.
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Robert Bivens: When we really didn't have any money and you talking about a a
multimillion dollar facility so we found out from Mr Marshall that the ETA economic
development administration to the Department of Commerce.

Robert Bivens: we're going to be putting out some money for construction and much like
the bill back better right now same kind of situation.

Robert Bivens: And so we went to mayor holcomb and said well you know, we want to
try to go after this grant and he looked at us and said well you know my understanding
is that there's going to be , projects and pin central railroad.

Robert Bivens: Going after this money, so the city of San Bernardino is not going after
because there's not much hope, did you ever get any of it, so we asked him if he would.

Robert Bivens: turn the grant over to us at second chance any forget it was no risk
involved, so it says sure well the risk was.

Robert Bivens: If we got the grant the city had to put up a $, matching funds so Francis
and I went back to Washington DC state a couple of weeks, we were able to convince
people that the US Department of Commerce to do the grant.

Robert Bivens: To give us the grant based on all these all this information, we gave
them, but they didn't really intend for us to get it.

Robert Bivens: So they told us we go back home and days you secure land free and
clear, you have an archaeological study to show that it's not a native American burial
ground you get an architect an engineering firm on under contract and.

Robert Bivens: And then you submit an ETA.
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Robert Bivens: grant application, which is truly and honestly at least eight inches thick
and so, so they said so, if you go back and do that in days, then you can have this
grant well, needless to say.

Robert Bivens: They did not expect us to go back and get to get all that done in days,
however, the married made a commitment.

Robert Bivens: We met with one or hashtag in front of read, he was the chairman of the
redevelopment agency and wally Green who was the Executive Director of the
redevelopment agency at the time.

Robert Bivens: And we presented our idea and so Warner was wanting to give him
some some publicity as usual at that particular time.

Robert Bivens: And so I said, well, we should name it the the public enterprise Center
now he had a race car called the spirit of the public enterprise Okay, so we said fine this
is public and private enterprise coming together to do great good for the Community.

Robert Bivens: So he we when we talked to the wall, he said, well, we have a
architectural firm under contract is going to be doing some work for the city of San
Bernardino.

Robert Bivens: let's bring them in and see what we can do with this, and then we
wanted to make sure that whatever we did was an economic stimulus for the West side,
so we found the property, the nine acres that was available right there at.

Robert Bivens: Highland and from now medical Center down to Western and said Well,
this is available, so we got the redevelopment agency to tie that property up and secure
it.
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Robert Bivens: We brought in growing and associates the architectural firm to put
together all the plans at the meantime we were working on writing up to grant we
brought in some other friends Adrian dub.

Robert Bivens: Homer pro some people to help us work on that grant we literally work
hours a day, but days literally So while we were doing that part of it, they brought in
archaeologists and they brought in a facility design specialist and we put all that,
together, and on the th day.

Robert Bivens: We put on a that package and had a person in Washington DC from
growing and associates to pick it up and deliver to the Department of Commerce one
problems was we weren't there to get to see what they face look like when they got that
grant application.

Robert Bivens: And so, literally they had to give up the grip, but in the process of all
that, while we were building the building we.

Robert Bivens: had to demonstrate and pick it our own building, because the prime
contractor that it was, and then it was you were doing the building.

Robert Bivens: Did hand up black folks then no black subcontractors and we weren't
having that Francis wasn't having that so she said, well, we got him pick this building.

Robert Bivens: we're going to pick it our own construction site, so we did, and so, then
they they didn't like wanting to have those folks around.

Robert Bivens: Standing up there, and looking bad so then their home said, well, we got
to do something we can have you can have just done, you guys pick it in your own
building.
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Robert Bivens: And so, for instance, if we're going to pick it until they put some blacks
up a contract is up here and literally we did get some black subcontractors, but before
we even got to that our board of directors had to agree, for us to take on this this this
project.

Robert Bivens: Again, with no money.

Robert Bivens: So, once we got the grant, then the city of San Bernardino had to Max
that $, that we got with another $, to build phase one of the public enterprise Center.

Robert Bivens: which was the library that we built and name Dorothy ingram library put
in the all of the shelving in the books.

Robert Bivens: And everything and then the city put staff in there to operate the library,
because they called the one over on ninth street, and so, but being even beyond that
part of it and doing this, we were able to get.

Robert Bivens: All of the construction materials set on the site and not a brick got stolen.

Robert Bivens: The communities reception and respect we didn't have a fence around it
and and not a brick got stolen the contractors we that we brought in were local people,
you know brought in john Clark, who was a painter we brought in Clyde Alexander as a
construction manager we brought in.

Robert Bivens: Can woods from our la who did the tapestry that used to be in the entry,
where the public enterprise Center we got California golden oh cool was owned by a
nose a black business that put all of the old.
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Robert Bivens: fixtures shelving everything in that building was the black company at
the end of the day, and then we had a Latino that did all the landscape.

Robert Bivens: And at the end of the day when the public enterprise Center was built,
we wanted to make sure that our Community was proud of what we built and to have.

Robert Bivens: We had a commitment of having to maintain it, or at least have it work
can be standing for years i'm here to tell you that this is the th year of the building of the
public enterprise.

Robert Bivens: And the only person that's left from the team that built that building is
myself, you know folks don't know how much.

Robert Bivens: How much we went through we literally had fights in the process of
building in the architect and Warner you end up throwing chairs at each other, because
of the intensity of staying.

Robert Bivens: Overnight, every day, every day, only thing I went on for was to take a
shower here's my kids and go back and get back on that grant well.

Robert Bivens: it's it's very difficult one for people to appreciate or realize what went into
the building of that building and then we didn't stop there, we went on, and we built
phase two.

Robert Bivens: which was the computer room in the back, and you go down the stairs a
computer Center and the studio we build a rig a.

Robert Bivens: Cable casting studio because I was on the State cable Commission so
we've got a cable casting studio that was better than what they had valley college.
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Robert Bivens: And then we built the high tech Center which the county now has, but
this was done in the Community by folks from the Community.

Robert Bivens: That was to economically enhance and bring about change the proudest
thing coming out of that school run the beginning to the end, we put to work over
people.

Robert Bivens: So folks to understand that we have people working everywhere we
hadn't worked at Kaiser when hardy was over there, we had folks and Kaiser and that
sometime was a pain in his butt.

Robert Bivens: But.

Robert Bivens: And, but it's real but we had to we had to do.

Robert Bivens: And all over the county and then, when we went into the high tech and
we went into the.

Robert Bivens: wastewater management and sewer treatment training with people that
were laid off workers from kinds of steel with sixth and seventh grade education that
had to take chemistry biology trigonometry and they said we can't do that.

Robert Bivens: Every one of the people that started that class of some of them finish
the class and every one of them got a job because that was one of the most high
demand seals.

Robert Bivens: In the world at that time and still today, so I don't want to continue on,
but I want people to know that one.
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Robert Bivens: The idea came from black phone to the initiative came from black folk
three the building of the building came from black folk and for.

Robert Bivens: We nobody else in that Community from a nonprofit Organization has
ever matched it and, yes, there's a T us building over there.

Robert Bivens: But it ain't the public enterprise Center, but it was to employ and train
black people too, so not only was it Francis but Valerie was over, on the other, spot.

Robert Bivens: Tell me choose putting money into the T Hughes Center who was my
father in law before he died and before my wife died so we have to be proud.

Robert Bivens: of it and we're proud we wanted to see a black organization take over
that building when it got stolen from us as we didn't know no money and we did not
violate the law but.

Robert Bivens: wilmer former boss Congressman George brown came to us and said,
you know you guys are going to get killed you're going to get shut down.

Robert Bivens: Because you have become too powerful in San Bernardino and the
power structure cannot handle that and he started crying.

Robert Bivens: And he said, if you were angel from heaven, there will be nothing that
we could do to keep them from destroying operation second chance, so I want the world
to understand that I want you all to know that.
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Robert Bivens: folks lost family lives and Francis children died my wife died we died
site, but to keep something to help the black community in San Bernardino and
whenever black people get help.

Robert Bivens: everybody gets killed because there's not a program in the world, the
solely for black people coming on this country so that's my little story, I want to share
this moment with the Community.

Jennifer Tilton: Thank you so much of a difference that's a really powerful and super
important story john Coleman what is one story, you want to lift up for us about black
history in the inland empire.

John Coleman: Trying to follow Bobby Evans every God to that.

presentation is an impossibility.

John Coleman: It is a but he what he presented again was not just an A a story and
account of something that was done.

But he also presented how it affected him how it affected the other people in the
Community, and hopefully.

John Coleman: brings about a renewal, because unfortunately we're not at the high
level.

John Coleman: Above we've been described in terms of where we are right now we are
confronting all kinds of issues, many of which are almost the same as where we started
and so i'm not going to be able to present a highly positive present.
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position.

John Coleman: But also, what I want to do.

John Coleman: Is the same message that this program is dealing with which is to reach
out and bring in.

John Coleman: As many hands as many feet there's many brains that can be involved
in a process.

John Coleman: of opening up thought and behavior in the Community.

John Coleman: The thought that I initially had wouldn't want a very of frustration of
effort.

John Coleman: redlands right, I live in.

John Coleman: redlands is in the middle of our at the beginning of a kind of
Renaissance, I think, right now.

John Coleman: So i'm thinking back, but there.

John Coleman: It is there's a lot of change, but the change does not always happen the
way you want it, what you need it and being able to sustain it.
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And i'm going back to we're also starting to talk about my episodes episode there in.

San Francisco of a of police violence.

John Coleman: We have in redlands and our organization human relations Council not
official organization, it was not a white organizational not a flat organization, but it was a
coming together of many people working together on solving problems.

John Coleman: But not always be able to be successful and some thinking back to
where there was a young man.

who apparently I don't know why the police were trying we're trying to rescue him, but
he tried to escape.

And he ended up jumping over fences you know fields and so on.

John Coleman: And pair appear to have this escape except he jumped over a wall.

Where there was a dog.

John Coleman: The dog basically captured this man, because he was afraid of the dog
that dog was trying to attack and protect the property that he was on the police
responded to that and when in he was trying to protect himself from the dog.

Police shadow.
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John Coleman: This is a number of years ago.

John Coleman: The human relations Council we tried to deal with that issue needed
demaree and runs.

painless Isaac and revenue.

John Coleman: number of us in terms of the human relations Council approach this try
to deal with it, we had a meeting with the police chief.

and his research and his response was you know it was legal you know, there was a
problem with the law and so on and so forth.

that this was a bad man all they could call the head on him was he violated terms of his
probation or whatever it is actually get the terminology that's used.

And they said that he had a weapon.

He picked up as a a stick in the yard, to keep the dog off and they said that he had a
weapon and shot him.

John Coleman: Our approach was Okay, you had some basis, but why did you have a
shoot and kill the man.

And the policeman's response, the Chiefs response was we're not trying to shoot.
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to cripple our to whatever we're trying to shoot to kill and he made this statement with a
smile.

I must admit that this took an awful lot of enthusiasm.

John Coleman: It was a it really.

kind of wiped us out emotionally selling.

This was years ago.

Take a look around.

and

John Coleman: Even if they all these these shootings continue.

Robert Bivens: We don't have to shoot to kill.

John Coleman: This is not a war extermination less, it is a war of extermination and so
i'm going to go back in terms of talking about where we are right now in terms of history.

And things that we can do, but we have to do it as a people, we have to do it with black
people pushing for the changes in terms of what we need.
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to rebuild a kind of coalition's and a kind of organizational structures and so on, in order
to make that work to make that change take place.

i'm sitting here.

i'm cold.

John Coleman: i'm cold and i'm on my way out.

But projects like the the well.

The one that name Amina named bridges.

I think that name may be quite good, but the whole the.

Point that again as Dr Jennifer tilton is bringing up is also in terms of how to involve the
Community and it brought wide in terms of how to how to.

John Coleman: Not only do they deal with the incidents that we have, but the systems,
the structures of make really problems in our lives of black life in this country did it to
bring about the change and so we've got a need to work with all.

resources that we can pull together, and so, certainly in terms of photography.

we're trying to do with how to.
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deal with family pictures, but also to ask people in the Community to to really put
together, whatever.

John Coleman: efforts if they can, in terms of taking a look around them, seeing the
people who have been involved seeing maybe that sons and daughters, who are
younger, so that they will be in position to to take up the the issues and work.

Instead of having Dr Evans.

The.

John Coleman: His project work because they had a lot of folks working doing
everything all the things we needed to be done at the same time, we need to do that at
the Community level and we need to bring the young folks into this process because
some of us Margaret.

Margaret Hill in San Bernardino do a clemens and riverside.

yeah.

We do not have lives that we can come on forever, we need to bring, we need to build
those bridges into the future.

Jennifer Tilton: Thank you, thank you so much, Mr Coleman you just sort of tied kind of
the past and the present and all those kind of themes together and just just beautifully.
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Jennifer Tilton: I hope everyone could hear I bike, but I think I could hear it well, so um I
guess I have sort of Mr Collins already kind of lead us into the next question which is
sort of a kind of Call to Action sort of.

Jennifer Tilton: we'd love to have the rest of you add to what Mr Coleman said about
kind of what are the next steps, what would you call on everyone in our audience to do
to help preserve the history that they may have in their own houses and their own
families.

Jennifer Tilton: And so I don't know sure about do you want to kind of go for next.

Cheryl Brown: Yes, I I think Mr Evans.

Cheryl Brown: And Mr Coleman.

Cheryl Brown: Those were powerful stories, and I mean Bobby you taught me so much
about the public enterprise building that I did I thought I knew I didn't know so thank you
so very, very much i'm going to talk to you offline because I want to find out if you have
any of those books left.

Cheryl Brown: So.

Cheryl Brown: I would say.

Cheryl Brown: Very briefly, that people in the audience, everyone has a story my son
walks over here my son comes every morning to he.
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Cheryl Brown: alternates with my son in law, but he comes every morning, and he says
mom did you start writing the book get mom did you start writing the story yet.

Cheryl Brown: And i'm getting older and older and i'm saying you know he does make a
lot of sense, so what we should do is that we need to tell our own story.

Cheryl Brown: Our own family story in our own story that we have recollection of the
Community.

Cheryl Brown: That valley truck forum story is just so rich with so many people, and if
we could get all of the people to just tell their stories, it would be a very, very
comprehensive look.

Cheryl Brown: And so, just as Miss Carter has done and and john has done, especially
when you turn in your pictures, one of the.

Cheryl Brown: main things you have to do is turn the picture over and write on the back
of it what it is and who, the people are and what the date is.

Cheryl Brown: We sometimes don't do that and I have probably maybe maybe I have a
million pictures i'm not sure, because I was one of those photographers with Mr
Coleman and.

Cheryl Brown: The others, and I have many, many, many pictures many photographs,
so if we could get the people in the audience to do those two things right there family
story.

Cheryl Brown: And then right and then right on the back of their photos to turn them in
that would be to me, what we need to do.
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Jennifer Tilton: Fantastic Mr Evans, do you have anything you want to add that.

Robert Bivens: I agree with cheryl.

Robert Bivens: In that my kids.

Robert Bivens: To are constantly saying dad write your story, you know write your
history people won't ever know you know and there's history it's true history and then
there's His story and so.

Robert Bivens: cheryl what I shared today was true history not His story.

Robert Bivens: And and it's important that people understand because we wanted, we
wanted something there of pride and and for black local.

Robert Bivens: Community and they can I just want to say one thing they try to get us to
go on the other side of the freeway and we said no we're gonna be right here, where
we're in the middle of the Community, but in terms of your personal.

Robert Bivens: Stories pictures are important, I had a fire one time lost a bunch of
pictures trophies not kind of stuff you can never get that back, and so you lose pieces of
your of your true family history.

Robert Bivens: And and putting information out there, but more importantly, getting
engaged in the Community and making sure that those stories as roamers doing here
and turn and ready to go we're.
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Robert Bivens: is getting the story told i'm glad that you're getting a story told i'm also
glad that the library is is going in.

Robert Bivens: The down South library cuz he allowed second chance to start having
some a youth program at cal state San Bernardino where the kids got class credit.

Robert Bivens: And also jobs and gotta pay so it's appropriate that this is in that place
because he wasn't significant individual for the university.

Robert Bivens: But we have to take pitches videotapes we can get things converted
now so and you don't have to do it yourself and it doesn't cost an arm and a leg
anymore to do those kind of things so.

Robert Bivens: Advocating and telling the stories in.

Robert Bivens: Certainly.

Robert Bivens: Staying connected to the Community and staying connected to make
sure that progress continues, rather than us go forward and go backwards and they've
come back and try to go forward.

Robert Bivens: and go backwards, you know when I think back on my life, and I think
back to what what I talked about i'm literally talking about years ago literally and i'm not
even years old that's the worst part.

Robert Bivens: But.
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Robert Bivens: But, but it is important that we carry this on on an individual basis, and
that we our families carry it because we don't think about it.

Robert Bivens: Like we're just going through life and everything's cool, then you wake
up, one day, and you years old and you say wow where's all the words, all the story,
you know so.

It.

Robert Bivens: Is up there yeah.

Jennifer Tilton: Thank you that's fantastic and and I guess just from the kind of speaking
on behalf of the other folks involved in the bridges project.

Jennifer Tilton: people's individual family stories and photos matter to all of us right
because together they tell the story of the whole Community.

Jennifer Tilton: And so you know we'll again put the link in the chat for this ways, you
know we can help you do some digitization of some of those photos from your family.

Jennifer Tilton: And then, of course, you can keep them, you can also have them in
digital form and they can also be added to the bigger picture that we're trying to build to
bring the Community to life.

Jennifer Tilton: So now kind of three universities, this is a Community this initiative was
started by Amina Carter and really driven for deck a decade or more.
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Jennifer Tilton: By Community volunteers three universities are coming together now to
support right and to bring our students to do some of the hard Labor to do that work and
move it forward.

Jennifer Tilton: But we'd also love kind of input from you on what the universities can do
to support to better support communities and gathering their own stories and making
them visible.

Jennifer Tilton: So I don't know, maybe Mr Coleman do you want to start us out what
kind of your marching orders for us who inhabit those universities to help build this
moving forward, you need to unmute Mr Coleman yeah.

Jennifer Tilton: click click click.

John Coleman: The technology has changed.

John Coleman: tremendously during this period of time that the Bourbons that i'm
moving and others are talking about here.

John Coleman: And i'm gonna suggest adding one more name to that panel hope
university or academic institutions we have San Bernardino valley college I don't know
to what how what what is being done in on on academically but both of my grandson's
studying.

John Coleman: It think I don't even know the names of the of the issues that they're
they're learning right now and they're taking classes.

John Coleman: While.
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John Coleman: completing their their.

John Coleman: four year college training they taking classes and that technology in the
local community colleges.

John Coleman: hear me.

John Coleman: The technology is changing and we have the capacity with the young
folk to go into.

John Coleman: The world we have and the world we're building if we bring in a whole
range of of training facilities and so on.

John Coleman: I know.

John Coleman: yeah if you see San Diego.

John Coleman: They have a well, I suppose, all of these colleges have virtual.

John Coleman: Non academic classes that are available to the Community, all the time.

John Coleman: We don't always think about how they participate or or can help
participate in our building for the future.

John Coleman: You can use the word bridges use whatever terminology, you want, but.
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John Coleman: You know if I show you all the different kinds of technology stuff that I
had to deal with during the years that I was taking pictures.

John Coleman: First.

John Coleman: camera card I use was only for gigs.

John Coleman: I turned on to over to the archive here in San Bernardino.

John Coleman: A five Terry is a terabyte.

John Coleman: Hard drive of photos.

John Coleman: me we're dealing with a new world, we need to bring people together
and use all the resources week that we bring that we can into that process.

Jennifer Tilton: I love that recommendation of reaching out to valley that's a really great
idea, Mr simmons do you have a kind of mark marching orders for us in any way.

Robert Bivens: Well, too, I do, and in fact.

Robert Bivens: Since they've come together, I think that they should set aside, you
know, a sum of money.
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Robert Bivens: Over a lengthy period of time, maybe $ million for over years to make
sure that this comes in full fruition, with all the resources that they have and they even
take some that coven money and do it under the auspices of saving the lives of the
dead so.

Robert Bivens: You know that, but at any rate.

Robert Bivens: They could do that they should do that.

Robert Bivens: And i'm glad to hear that they are doing that and absolutely row valley
collagen you got we have all kinds of money coming down the pipeline, so the least they
can do is identify some of that money to go into this type of project.

Robert Bivens: And and and and finish this work and put some resources in terms of
people and students doing projects to make this happen with you all.

Robert Bivens: Secondly, one thing that I believe and would love to see them do is to
put a cornerstone.

Robert Bivens: At public enterprise Center listing out the folks that were engaged in
making sure that that that that building was built for historical reference you know.

Robert Bivens: It like I said, out of those of us that were really working on that and do it
i'm probably the only one still alive and i'm gonna be dead Sunday myself, but not for
years so.

Robert Bivens: But we that's something they could do they could pull some resources
and put a cornerstone there, of course, the church would have to give permission, but
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listing that and put the purpose of that building was there for so and that is a marching
order so doing take it all back.

Robert Bivens: put it in the presidency, and if you don't fit call me, and let me come and
share with in sweet.

Jennifer Tilton: Thank you.

Jennifer Tilton: Mrs brown any any kind of last kind of visions in this arena before we
move on.

Jennifer Tilton: Oh wait you're muted.

Cheryl Brown: I think about I think about what cal state has in their theater production
department, and I think it would be very and i'm sure that.

Cheryl Brown: University of redlands has something and I know that you car has
something I mean yeah.

Cheryl Brown: University of riverside I know that all of these places have theater
productions, and I think this would be a great time for young people to look at the stories
develop a story about the inland empire that can become a theater or a theatrical
production.

Cheryl Brown: So that would be my That would be my addition to it, thank you.

Jennifer Tilton: That is beautiful and speaking my heart.
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Jennifer Tilton: wish.

Cheryl Brown: as well.

So fantastic.

Jennifer Tilton: We we might have if anyone in the audience has a question or two, for
us, we have a Q amp a that's open.

Jennifer Tilton: We have about you know minutes before we need to move into our kind
of next section and and so, if anyone does have any questions you can pop them in the
chat.

Jennifer Tilton: In and we can kind of turn to them in a second I know somebody asked
how to add your stories to the bridges project that link is back in the chat you should all
be able to see that, and while you think about the questions that you, you might have for
our panelists.

Jennifer Tilton: We really want to sort of end our panel discussion by recognizing that
over the last few years and even just the last couple of months.

Jennifer Tilton: we've lost many towering figures in the black community and we can't
even begin to list all their names here the losses have been so many.

Jennifer Tilton: But we just want to recognize that a few people who we've lost their
stories are right now on the bridges website.
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Jennifer Tilton: That includes lowest Carson Margaret hill Henry hooks Jennifer von
blakely and, of course, founder of the archive or TV Jane Cox.

Jennifer Tilton: i'd say, for me, and I think for everyone else involved, one of the most
beautiful but bitter sweet things about this archive.

Jennifer Tilton: Is that their voices and stories and wisdom is preserved and we can
listen to them right now and I encourage you all to do that and we want to take just a
moment of silence to remember those that we've lost.

Jennifer Tilton: Thank you all for kind of taking that moment with us, and we also want
to invite our panelists who knew, many of the people we've lost recently to share maybe
a memory.

Jennifer Tilton: Some something about what someone we've lost meant to you or you
feel like means to the Community.

Jennifer Tilton: And maybe we can start with Mr Coleman.

Jennifer Tilton: I need to unmute though yeah.

John Coleman: Margaret hill has been in San Bernardino.

John Coleman: seen as.

Well, take some village to raise a child.
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I think she has is personified that for so long it's so deeply that.

John Coleman: Many of us make or not only as a as an educator.

which was one of her areas respects specialization but as a a person who dealt with.

John Coleman: US across the board.

John Coleman: One of our organizations, was the delta with this another.

John Coleman: A educational.

John Coleman: sorority.

John Coleman: Another was the.

in regards to the.

John Coleman: Senior you're the senior king and Queen.

John Coleman: The.
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Cheryl Brown: forgetting the name of the organization basically and black culture
foundation culture of foundation.

John Coleman: That also supported the.

Black history parades.

John Coleman: But she was a kind of person that you saw more as a fan like a family
member in terms of hearing her humility her or her connection so that I think for many of
us it's more of a a emotional connection.

To help tires together.

John Coleman: When I.

John Coleman: Take a look back at the at the.

John Coleman: Video that set up this this program.

John Coleman: This thing the names of all these different people Henry hooks the dean
of photography from.

John Coleman: Not just a photographer but the one who helped bring us all together
and and to and to develop photography as.
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John Coleman: A Community resource and not just as a private, family resource that's
the model that I would like to to build again so that we're not just taking pictures of our
kids but taking pictures of the people who we know help contribute to our communities
describe them.

John Coleman: A big loss in the Coleman family that we had a table with a lot of
pictures on it, but we didn't have names on it, we didn't have dates on the back, we
didn't recognize even how own the family members.

there's a lot of stuff that we need to do a whole lot better than we've been doing.

Jennifer Tilton: yeah Thank you so much, Mr Evans, do you want to kind of share one
recollection of someone.

Robert Bivens: Yes, and he was in a part of the.

Robert Bivens: group of folks that we spoke spoke to but wonder wells, who had one
does auto upholstery.

Robert Bivens: who's one of my best friends in this life from years up until his passing
just recently.

Robert Bivens: had his own upholstery shop was in hired a lot of people that wouldn't
have possibly been able to get jobs and other places to spaces.

Robert Bivens: And that didn't work and go through their process that it was required to
grow up and become a contributor, rather than just a a person that went through.
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Robert Bivens: And didn't leave anything behind so wonder wells is one of those people
that was very significant in our Community and a black businessman.

Robert Bivens: And he didn't have a whole bunch of degrees and papers and all that
stuff Thank you lana but he was the best at his CRATE.

Robert Bivens: And was known all over the United States if you wanted to have some
classic class work done, then, many of the people in the racing industries in the car
fixed and rubber industries came and did business will wonder well, so I wanted to put
him in there and just quickly say that.

Robert Bivens: Dr Margaret hill to was a product of operation second chance and she
was our accountant back there years ago and.

Robert Bivens: was my.

Robert Bivens: First typing teacher in our school and before she went to work and rose
to those those levels that she did so when you look around you will see many of us that.

Robert Bivens: came through that that organization that Mr your friend as well, so
louder.

Jennifer Tilton: yeah Thank you so much, Miss Brown.

Cheryl Brown: You know I knew all of the people that one that you spoken about.

Cheryl Brown: One day, I believe I went to high school with them.
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Cheryl Brown: The but the person that i'd like to this up.

Cheryl Brown: Let me go back there's one person we've never met most people don't
recognize and he was Stuart was his last name is.

Cheryl Brown: Stuart yeah Mr Stewart had the first Kodak.

Cheryl Brown: Contract processing right he was the one that all the big stores and
everybody in San Bernardino sent their film to be processed we've forgotten him he had
a huge he had a huge business right down on East street where you, you know.

Cheryl Brown: The different.

Cheryl Brown: longs drugstores and so forth, that took in the film will get it processed by
him, so I want to make sure.

Cheryl Brown: His unfortunately much of his stuff was lost whenever.

Cheryl Brown: Something happened in his family, but he is one of those photographers
was one of the first photographers before this next crop came in that did that, and my
husband reminds me that he used to work for the CIA.

Cheryl Brown: And that's probably why he died because he used to take pictures of all
he go to Arizona and take pictures of all of the tests that they did.
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Cheryl Brown: On that nuclear and that nuclear waste ended up eating him up and he
he died from from that unfortunate thing that happened to him.

Cheryl Brown: But he's one person and he's died quite a while ago, however, the
person that read died recently besides Jennifer blakely who was just a giant, the first
black to ever be a city manager in our in our area.

Cheryl Brown: Who who just taught us so much about how to write proposals and how
to do the things we do, I also want to lift up Dr little make limits that the limit clemens.

Cheryl Brown: was the first black to to receive a PhD from uc art from uc riverside and.

Cheryl Brown: She.

Cheryl Brown: She worked in Community tirelessly but she was more of a person that
maybe everybody didn't know, but she also worked at Kaiser and she taught nurses and
doctors there at the at Kaiser.

Cheryl Brown: She also would do anything in the Community, they love she loved
working with Sylvia Martin James who has passed away as well.

Cheryl Brown: And they would do things together, and they would be a team, if I was
going to have someone here at the House, for example, i've had Nancy Wilson here i've
had different Famous people who've come.

Cheryl Brown: They come over and help me to get my house ready for all of these
guests so she would she would do the the big Dr stuff and I we forget that she's a doctor
and then she come in and clean off the top of my refrigerator so it didn't look junk.
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Cheryl Brown: Go and she recently passed away at .

Cheryl Brown: And I saw her not too awfully long ago, but she was she was bedridden
so she and she didn't she didn't know that we were even there, but I do want to lift her
up and she lived in riverside but she worked in riverside San Bernardino and the whole
inland empire.

Cheryl Brown: limits and she was a good good friend of my husband hard brown
because they all worked out at geyser hospital together how Kaiser permanente to give
me.

Jennifer Tilton: Thank you all for all those amazing memories and and recognitions.

Jennifer Tilton: I think we might have time for a sort of one or two questions from the
chat, and so I want to kind of introduce our colleague, Catherine Buddhist from new car.

Jennifer Tilton: who's been an important kind of supporter of this collaboration as well,
and I think she's going to type in the chat or you can type in the chat or you want to you
want to raise the question so are there organizations in the black community that people
can donate to or volunteer.

Jennifer Tilton: Well, you can donate to the bridges archive and volunteer to help us
preserve history but i'm sure there are tons of other organizations doing incredibly
important work.

Jennifer Tilton: That people might want to donate to.

Jennifer Tilton: CP like the naacp right leaving the.
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Cheryl Brown: naacp could use the Bobby We really are.

Cheryl Brown: we're really doing things around here and said, you know.

Jennifer Tilton: and has since .

Cheryl Brown: You know another thing I wanted to mention and is because you told us
one story.

Cheryl Brown: The naacp and Bobby Evans children were.

Cheryl Brown: Were.

Robert Bivens: plaintiffs.

Cheryl Brown: plaintiffs Thank you were plaintiffs in desegregating San Bernardino
schools and so that's another story that we need to sit down and put together Bobby
because that story took us from one.

Cheryl Brown: Excuse me.

Cheryl Brown: i'm sorry.
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Jennifer Tilton: That is a really important story.

Jennifer Tilton: That, I think we're all thinking about how to kind of tell together um are
there other questions Kathy from the chat that you want to lift up.

Jennifer Tilton: And I yes.

Jennifer Tilton: Robbie asks.

Jennifer Tilton: about how miss howe Francis grace was an instrumental figure behind
the effort to security all American city, and I believe Bobby.

Jennifer Tilton: Bobby Evans tells that story in his oral history, which we hope to have
up on the archive shortly it's three and a half hours long and so it's going to take a little
guy.

Jennifer Tilton: So that's that's a powerful story i'm.

Jennifer Tilton: Kathy you want to raise one of the other questions up before we move
on to the closing Oh, we can't hear you.

Jennifer Tilton: At Kathy we can't hear you no sound.

Jennifer Tilton: No, no sound.

Jennifer Tilton: yeah Kathy we still can't hear you.
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Jennifer Tilton: So i'm not sure why but not working.

Jennifer Tilton: So maybe.

Jennifer Tilton: You can maybe type it in the chat or yeah i'm sorry yes there's a there,
there was a question in the chat.

Jennifer Tilton: about whether there were going to be maps to kind of a company this
project and that's something that Kathy and I and Romain.

Jennifer Tilton: Are all that sort of obsessed with again we are building kind of maps that
will, I hope, bring some of this history to life, where we'll be able to see it, and some of
those maps will be part of an inaugural exhibit of the sports Institute in riverside that will,
I hope, open in.

Jennifer Tilton: In October, so we hope that some of the material from this archive is
going to kind of feed into an effort to generate some of those maps that make that
visible.

Jennifer Tilton: All right, Kathy I don't know if you want to try again.

Jennifer Tilton: As always they're always technical difficulties, no still not working Oh
well, anyway kathy's been you know instrumental in getting a lot of her students
involved in supporting this project as well, one.

John Coleman: dimension Jen.
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Jennifer Tilton: Is yeah.

John Coleman: Good question in the chat regarding.

John Coleman: The possibilities to retell stories with youth, and I wanted to make
mention publicly that the first thing that's really important is that all of the universities
involved.

John Coleman: are using these materials in our classes, so, in fact, this is informing my
lectures and my class on IE history.

John Coleman: So that's one thing, and I know everyone else who's involved who's a
faculty member is doing similarly.

John Coleman: we're also working with different professors who are doing education
classes to try to develop some lesson plans that can be part of.

John Coleman: The other additional ways we can reach K to grades, and then, in
particular, ethnic studies curriculum.

John Coleman: So there are multiple opportunities there are long range plans and short
range plans, but we would love your ideas your assistance.

John Coleman: So if we could definitely get your responses in the survey that would just
be fantastic so thanks so much for your your questions and keep them coming yeah.
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Robert Bivens: yeah fantastic, can I say one quick.

Jennifer Tilton: thing you absolutely man.

Robert Bivens: And just want to respond to her when they're doing their history lessons
and talking about black history it starts in Africa and not in slavery.

Robert Bivens: And and and everybody wants to do their black history on when we
came to America, but we had long history, before we ever hit the shores of the
Americas.

Jennifer Tilton: that's really important yeah and it's also really important, I think, where
this project can really play a role, is it also happened here it didn't just happen
somewhere else, and so, bringing that home, I think, is really meaningful to you.

Jennifer Tilton: Actually i'm going to I think this is a good moment to kind of turn to
Romain Washington who's also a member of our kind of collective.

Jennifer Tilton: And is a teacher herself and a poet and it's been helping do some of the
oral histories recently, in fact, with Bobby Evans, and I think show Brown.

Jennifer Tilton: and lowest person, and so I don't know if she's going to actually share a
poem but she's developing poems out of this material.

Jennifer Tilton: And also wants to kind of share a kind of closing reflection.
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Romaine Washington: Is this is a reflection and actually as we've been talking about
education, while we always teach about the missions, it would be a wonderful time to
have students learn about the indigenous and also about.

Romaine Washington: African Americans in our Community, because we make a point
of doing just you know for California, the missions, but we could easily incorporate it that
way okay that's the teacher side of me already thinking.

Romaine Washington: Let me go ahead and I wrote a reflection, just to share my
connection with everybody I didn't want to just share one story that i'm working on some
working on for different points from different perspectives, but.

Romaine Washington: This is my reflection on bridges and it starts with netflix has a
documentary in our mother's garden or black women are sharing stories about their
mothers lives.

Romaine Washington: There admiring their strength and sometimes they break down
under the arm and burden of not knowing their mothers secrets.

Romaine Washington: They want to understand how their mothers learned to carry their
disappointments and sorrows they acknowledge that some of the distance in the
relationship was created by their mother's.

Romaine Washington: mother's not wanting their daughters to ever know the same
disappointments and sorrows.

Romaine Washington: But these daughters have lived some life now and have
encountered their own victories enjoys as well as survived trauma and heartache.
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Romaine Washington: This seems to only have served to deepen the well of empathy
and that mother daughter connection.

Romaine Washington: These women accomplished in their own right, have a pride in
respect for appreciate their appreciation of their mothers.

Romaine Washington: That is the first level of conversation where they share who their
young mothers were as far as they knew and what they did to survive keep their families
together and thrive.

Romaine Washington: It starts with a hint of hurt from disappointment in not knowing
their mothers in their fullness the distance between them, that seems to be
unbridgeable.

Romaine Washington: There are missing pieces longing to be filled with the rest of the
story.

Romaine Washington: Some of our understanding comes from the bonds of friendship
that we saw our mothers make or break the organizations, she worked in or fled from.

Romaine Washington: It is in the communal experience sometimes generations in the
making that shaped to our mothers were and are and, consequently, who we are and
how we navigate the world.

Romaine Washington: My mother Betty harden died in she lived years and no matter
how long one month, how long once mother lives, it is never long enough, she has life
story she shared with me that I wasn't able to understand, she made decisions that
baffled me justice mothers want the.

Romaine Washington: best for their daughters.
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Romaine Washington: daughters want the best for their mothers, when she died, just
like the women in the documentary I had unanswered questions.

Romaine Washington: Coming from a closed adoption and small family, there was no
one to help fill in the gaps.

Romaine Washington: I began writing about that desire to know her and began piecing
together my youth in San Bernardino and realized that my hometown helped shape and
inform my mother and my life.

Romaine Washington: and bridges that carried us over with each interview that I have
either watched or participated in I learn more about my mother, sometimes it is the
mention of a familiar name I hear spoken like lowest parson Francis grice.

Romaine Washington: peacock peacock or words of wisdom that I hear echoed or new
visions of understanding of what to value and how to value it.

Romaine Washington: and learning the history of the black residents of San Bernardino
I have begun to feel more and more rooted, it has been an unusual and unexpected
awakening and source of pride.

Romaine Washington: and learning that the Seville family, one of the first families of the
valley truck farm in .

Romaine Washington: and learning about them to learning how international civil rights
leaders like Dr Martin Luther King jr inspired movements and marches from the roots of
nc nw and Mary mcleod bethune to wag and operation second chance.
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Romaine Washington: on a few occasions, I visited St Paul am me with my mother and
Dorothy ingram with faithfully they're independent, strong kind approachable.

Romaine Washington: i'd always admired Dorothy ingram but didn't know the story
behind her becoming the first black superintendent of schools.

Romaine Washington: I imagined, and as I read about her life from newspapers I
assumed I imagined wrong until one of the interviews shed light and foundation to her
journey as an educator.

Romaine Washington: And that was with lowest Carson I learned that it is the education
system that drove many of the civil rights struggles, followed by or in conjunction with
housing discrimination and some I love that.

Romaine Washington: It was mentioned Bobby Evans and your children that with the N
double a CP that brought a lawsuit because that's one of the things i've been learning
as we've been doing the interviews how integral.

Romaine Washington: Education was and is and making these changes and.

Romaine Washington: infusing people with the desire for change this actually help
illuminate my understanding of a lot of the wild school board meetings in the current
political and cultural war being fought in schools today across our country.

Romaine Washington: These bridges these archives these oral histories and the maps
are building bridges of understanding on so many levels just the other day.
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Romaine Washington: A young high school teacher told me that she wants to switch
careers, but she wants to do something that would benefit the community or she would
make sure that people were being treated fairly.

Romaine Washington: I was able to tell her about Jennifer von blakely and her work as
a community advocate and suggested that she might be something that might be
something she would be interested in looking into.

Romaine Washington: And so i'm so grateful to wilmer Amina Carter and her late
husband a reproducible should add check rj Cox i'm sorry for having the foresight to
start the video oral history recordings so.

Romaine Washington: that's not a porn but.

Romaine Washington: That beautiful my witness.

Jennifer Tilton: That beautiful witness and we turn it back over to you mark to close us
out.

Marc Robinson: Thank you wow.

Cheryl Brown: Mark I mean i'm where's mark okay.

Cheryl Brown: there's a question there's a question in the chat that we didn't touch and I
think it's important to to answer this question and I can answer it.

Cheryl Brown: But I.
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Cheryl Brown: would love to see more of these targeted at different sectors education
medicine Fine Arts so will anything like that be plant I don't know what you're planning.

Cheryl Brown: Jennifer but our newspaper had an opportunity, the black voice had an
opportunity years back, one of the doctors popped into our office.

Cheryl Brown: And he says, oh i'm Dr so and so and i'm in town and i'm you know, I just
want you to know, and I want you to do a story and so forth, and so on, so he said, like
you know i'm the only doctor here.

Cheryl Brown: So I looked at him and I said, we have had black doctors for years here I
mean we don't.

Cheryl Brown: I don't know what you're talking about, but let me tell you about our black
doctors and I talked about Dr Howard ingram.

Cheryl Brown: Who was here for he practiced medicine for years taught himself
Spanish so that he can work with people who had who are who are Spanish speakers
and didn't have doctors to go to.

Cheryl Brown: Dr Howard ingram So what we did what my husband and I did was to put
together a big dinner over it, you see our and we we recognize Dr ingram and we
recognize all the black doctors in our area.

Cheryl Brown: We ended up with over doctors.

Cheryl Brown: At foot my husband said it was okay.
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Cheryl Brown: anyway.

Cheryl Brown: We ended up with all of these black doctors who came to the dinner.

Cheryl Brown: And so, so we as educators whenever you think about miss ingram you
think about the educators, that are here there's so many this list of them, we had an
event.

Cheryl Brown: And we honored educators and honored each and every one of them
when it comes to the fine arts.

Cheryl Brown: There are so many activities that have happened in our Community that
led to us having a great arts community in valley college San Bernardino valley college
was very important to that work, but so was you have our redlands always had.

Cheryl Brown: always had.

Cheryl Brown: productions that were coming in, or productions that were being
presented to the Community So those are things that I think we can do that because we
already have the work then and I wanted to add that, for that question so mark i'm sorry
to cut you off, but I just needed to add that.

Marc Robinson: No problem I appreciate that addition that was great, and I think it's a
wonderful way to as we wrap up.

Marc Robinson: Perhaps I feel like Maybe I should ask if any of the other panelists have
a final thought or anything else you want to you know add to the conversation before we
wrap up.
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Cesar Caballero: I would just like to say that.

Cesar Caballero: The valuable archival materials that are going to be added that are
currently in the in the archive and then i'm going to be added in the future i'm sure are
gonna be used by researchers both students and faculty to write articles and books.

Cesar Caballero: theatre productions movies so we're going to see a lot of benefit
coming out of this this initiative, so thank you all, thank you all for doing this and we look
forward to feature achievements.

Robert Bivens: I have would just I would just like to say that it is important that the
young people understand the history.

Robert Bivens: And why the history, but also continue the history and keep moving and
stay on the battlefield you know you can't stop moving forward you can't stop fighting
against in justice inequality.

Robert Bivens: Because it's not going to ever go away as long as we have.

Robert Bivens: People that that don't think that we belong here as black people first of
all, and we've been here and contributed way more than they have.

Robert Bivens: But, for some reason they don't think that we belong here and they want
to tell us go back where they came from, so your young people need to be educated, so
they can educate other non.
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Robert Bivens: black people and and also make sure that our Hispanic brothers and
sisters along the Americas understand that that slavery took place all the way from
South America and Central America to northern America and the worst place that
people were treated as slaves was in northern America.

Romaine Washington: I just want to piggyback off of that black Wall Street.

Romaine Washington: For a long time people didn't it wasn't acknowledged and there
were people that knew it in pockets and just in the last year.

Romaine Washington: It became something that we saw on TV and there was a young
hip hop consortium that got together and one of the things that the young people said
was.

Romaine Washington: I wish I had known a black about black Wall Street long time ago,
because then I would have known about the wealth that I came from, and I would have
had, I would have looked at myself differently.

Romaine Washington: And so I think it's really important, especially for the Youth in San
Bernardino that they know about the San Bernardino that was an all American city, and
we really need to make that part of the curriculum in in high school as well, so I just.

Marc Robinson: Thank you, Mr Coleman would you like to finish this up.

John Coleman: Well, I don't know about finished because.

John Coleman: By any of us, but the main thing I want to bring up right now is the
fantastic wealth of new researchers black researchers and someone and other who are
really taking a look at the the whole fantastic range of information, knowledge,
experience.
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John Coleman: That has not been exposed before you know we could go back to the
you know we're not even talking about the beginning of slavery and all that and America
go back about years to always have the papal bull.

John Coleman: Where the decisions were being made by certain okay right.

John Coleman: Paper book refers to the the the.

John Coleman: Decisions that said everything.

John Coleman: That slavery, can be over here.

John Coleman: Countries over here we have white over here we have black over here
we have and the world was divided up, we need to get greedy good scholarship coming
involved right now.

John Coleman: To talk about to write books.

Marc Robinson: To be on radio.

John Coleman: To use the technology to redefine the world because we have been
defining the world in a very narrow incorrect, if not evil way and we need to change and
will and we're at the crust.
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John Coleman: Right now, of the research and people being able to really express this
and clarify and teach it so that we can read different define what we believe, because
what we've been taught.

has been.

Wrong Thank you.

Marc Robinson: Okay, and this is brown i'd like to.

Marc Robinson: add one more comment.

Marc Robinson: Please, I think you're you're muted that we'd love to hear from you.

Cheryl Brown: This comment that I want to say has to go back I don't know how many
years ago, but Jennifer tilden has been a part of this story and teaching at the you have
our.

Cheryl Brown: This story for many years, I don't know how many years but I met
Jennifer back i'm sure years ago and I just want to say, we thank you for really putting a
spotlight.

Cheryl Brown: On the Community, because the Community is rich and I don't even
know if we as a Community know how rich the stories are and how rich our heritage is
so I want to thank you for helping us.

Cheryl Brown: To bring that together and i'm glad that you got with with well mccarter so
that that could happen, thank you very much thank you mark.
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Absolutely.

Cheryl Brown: well.

Marc Robinson: As we bring their program to a close, I just want to make a few final
remarks, one thing I just wanted to again, I encourage everyone if you would like to.

Marc Robinson: contribute to the bridges project if you want to get involved do you have
photos to share you have other ideas or suggestions.

Marc Robinson: We have our event survey, which is a great way for you to give us
feedback and you know, give us your name contact information.

Marc Robinson: Those kinds of things, if you look in the chat there should be a link
there which will connect you to the bridges survey, so if you want to support us, you
want to get involved if you believe in this project.

Marc Robinson: The first thing we asked us to please complete the survey, in addition to
that, we have to photo collection events coming up where we will be planning on having
a scanner ready.

Marc Robinson: will be there in the Community and inviting folks to bring historical
photographs from their family is from their communities that we can scan right there.

Marc Robinson: And we can add it to the archive and we can give you your photos right
back right, so you can leave that same day with your photos in hand.
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Marc Robinson: And that way, we can have this digital copy of your photograph to build
out our ability to tell the story of black history and in our so.

Marc Robinson: Let me make sure I get these details correct The first one is scheduled
for February at :am :am to :pm and it's going to be at the Moses chapter Community
Center in Paris Paris California.

Marc Robinson: Okay, so again on February we're planning on having this photo
collection event at :am.

Marc Robinson: For more information about that, please go to our website and the link
to that will also be in the chat so that's the first event The second event is going to be on
February .

Marc Robinson: February at new hope Baptist church in San Bernardino.

Marc Robinson: Again, we will have a scanner there and we encourage the Community
to to bring images.

Marc Robinson: That you can have added and preserved cal state in our archives at the
file library, of course, so again that's February .

Marc Robinson: The time is to be determined and as well as because of a coven you
know we may have to make adjustments and, of course, all these things are somewhat.

Marc Robinson: somewhat in the tentative category, so please continue to check our
website for updates and details about all these things so.
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Marc Robinson: We have those two days plan and we certainly hope to continue this
you heard me hope to have.

Marc Robinson: Additional for collection events in the future as well as excellent
programs like this, where we can hear Community Members share those those great
stories in that wisdom that we already have in the island empire.

Marc Robinson: And just addition to those items, let me also.

Marc Robinson: express my appreciation and the appreciation of the whole Community,
to our panelists Thank you all for being here and sharing your reflections, we also want
to thank Dean couple year off for his words of welcome in his work on behalf of the
bridges project.

Marc Robinson: Let me also it now, as the bridges project partners and co sponsors,
they are the woman immediate Carter Foundation, the University of redlands program in
racing ethnic studies.

Marc Robinson: The relevancy and History project partnership between University of
California public history program and California state parks.

Marc Robinson: The CSU SP department of history, the CS USB john in a library.

Marc Robinson: Black boys news.

Marc Robinson: congregations organizing for prophetic engagement.
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Marc Robinson: Next gen united second Baptist church of redlands and the civil rights
Institute of England southern California.

Marc Robinson: The British project also received support from the CSU SPS office of
Community engagement, the CSU SP black history month committee and from
California state parks, through the racing relevance relevancy and History project.

Marc Robinson: Let me also recognize the other faculty members and staff who work
with me and planning this event, they are Jen tilton of the University of redlands Cathy
goodness of the University of California riverside.

Marc Robinson: Eric lenkiewicz of the CSU SP library and Robbie magical of the CSU
SP found library.

Marc Robinson: Last, but certainly not least, let me thank all of you for being here our
audience Members, we certainly appreciate that you taking your time to to be with this
and we appreciate all that you do to support community and local black history in inland
empire.

Marc Robinson: Well, that concludes the concluding remarks, I think.

Marc Robinson: I thought I saw Mr Evans was.

Marc Robinson: Okay um.

Marc Robinson: Well, I thought I thought it was a final thing, but I think that that's a
wonderful way to end our program so with That being said, thank you all again for being
here, thank you to our panelists, thank you for everyone who helped put this together,
and this concludes our program Thank you.
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End Time
[02:09:50]
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